Laura Plummer’s new direction

BY NICOLE KRASEAN

In fall of 2015, WTS said goodbye to Laura Plummer, beloved director of Campus Writing Program. After working with WTS and CWP since 1990, Plummer was offered a new role at Indiana University: director of the Scholarly Writing Program.

Now, one can find Plummer in her new office in Bryan Hall, where she is a part of the Office of the Vice Provost for Faculty and Academic Affairs. (She has a great view of Starbucks and Buffalo Louie’s across the street).

As the director of the Scholarly Writing Program, Plummer runs weekly faculty writing groups where faculty members are able to come together to discuss writing strategies and carve out some quality writing time in their busy schedules.

The aim of the Scholarly Writing Program is to aid faculty members in their writing process as they write for publications, promotion, and tenure.

Plummer said about 150 faculty members participate in these weekly groups. She said members hail from nearly every school and discipline at IU, which adds for a nice diversity in types of writing and collaborative strategies.

A main aspect of these writing groups is to set individual goals and then progress towards those goals, Plummer said. There are also optional peer review sessions, which meet less frequently, during which faculty members are able to share their work with others and get constructive criticism and advice from their colleagues.

Plummer said she is grateful for the opportunity to lead this innovative writing program and hopes it will grow and expand in the future.

When asked what she misses most about WTS, Plummer quickly responded with “the staff.” She said she misses interacting with the tutors and said that writing centers are, in her opinion, a great place to be.
# “Questions Tutees Ask” Bingo

**By Vicki Consolvo**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Does this flow?</th>
<th>What would you write here?</th>
<th>Using a colon in my title makes it look more professional, right?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can I just pull the assignment sheet up on my laptop?</td>
<td><strong>Free Space</strong>&lt;br&gt; (If the tutee says the paper is due today)</td>
<td>So, you're an English major, right?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What does “peer reviewed” mean?</td>
<td>Can you just help me fix my grammar?</td>
<td>What's an evolving thesis?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Interact with WTS!**

![Facebook](https://example.com)  
WTS Alumni  
![Twitter](https://example.com)  
@IUB_WTS_Help  
![Email](https://example.com)  
byourwts@indiana.edu

---

*By Our WTS is produced for the peer tutor alumni of Writing Tutorial Services, Indiana University’s writing center.*
WTS’ Class of 2016

Name: Austin Hochstetler
Major: English and Gender Studies

Plans after Graduation: I will be moving to Chicago to serve as an Americorps member at City Year where I will be mentoring and tutoring inner city students who are at risk for dropping out of high school.

Favorite WTS memory: My favorite WTS memory has to be discussing (i.e. nerding out, extensively) the cultural significance of Law and Order SVU with my fellow WTS tutors.

Name: Anne Riley
Major: Anthropology

Plans After Graduation: I am moving to Knoxville, TN to begin attending graduate school at the University of Tennessee where I will be pursuing a masters in anthropology followed by a PhD. I will be studying ancient DNA from pre-Colombian Andean populations.

Favorite WTS Memory: Watching a student have a “lightbulb” moment.
1. Thou shall wear thy WTS badge with honor.

2. Thou shall bequeath thy knowledge of tutoring unto baby tutes willingly, and with the utmost generosity.

3. Thou shall not correct grammar.

4. Thou shall fill out thy time sheet with a keen eye and a firm hand.

5. Thou shall treat banana slips as golden nuggets of truth, and the Jake record as a chamber of tutorial secrets.

6. Thou shall sub for other tutors in dire need.

7. Thou shall not carry thy tutorial over the minutes bequeathed unto thee.

8. Thou shall assist the desk attendant in defending WTS space against all non-WTS intruders.

9. Thou shall preserve the sanctity of thy tutee’s own words.

10. Thou shall tutor by quill and parchment only (no computers allowed).

Those who neglect thy WTS duties shall suffer the reprimands of Anita & Jo Ann.
Our WTS Alumni Directory

1992-1996
Ann Francis Jenson
Nashville, IN
mjenson@indiana.edu

Jen DeRosa

Doug Anderson
Chicago, IL

Helen (Grant) Glaze

Craig Kuehnert

Deb Schussler
Havertown, PA

Angela (Zahn) Tharp
Bloomington, IN
anzahn@indiana.edu

Joanna Walters

1996
Sarah (Gliemmo) Nichols
Sacramento, CA
curioussjg@yahoo.com

Marcia Ireland
Northbrook, IL

Tracy (Jensen) May
Chicago, IL

Tricia Kenfield
Greenfield, IN

Lisa McBride

Elisa (Overholtzer) Maxwell
Fresno, CA

Jonathan Purvis
Bloomington, IN
jpurvis@indiana.edu

Grace Waitman
Evansville, IN

Kevin Wilson
Evansville, IN

Jeremy Davies
New York, NY

Christy Doherty
Ciudad Juarez, Mexico
siob.doherty@gmail.com

Alexander Kahn
Gettysburg, PA
alaxander_kahn@hotmail.com

Amy Parker

James Spicer
St. Louis, MO

Bill Watson
Indianapolis, IN
colts_fan76@hotmail.com

Leanna Werner
Indianapolis, IN

Jennifer (Beyer) Wilkey
Cincinnati, OH
jenniferwilkey@yahoo.com

Sarah Helmig
Tennyson, IN

Jamie Aprile
Los Angeles, CA
jamieaprile@yahoo.com

1997

1998

Erin (Elkins) Radcliff
Albuquerque, NM
eradclif@unm.edu

Cara Frison
Dunlap, IL

Mindy Ho
Carmel, IN

Abby (Hunt) Ghering
Cincinnati, OH
abbyandrob@sbcglobal.net

Gayle Niemeyer

Claire Ross

Jamie Snyder

Devin Thomas
Westport, CT

Ebony Utley
Long Beach, CA
utley@hotmail.com

Miranda Wagoner
Chicago, IL

1999

Jennifer (Beyer) Wilkey
Cincinnati, OH
jenniferwilkey@yahoo.com

Sarah Helmig
Tennyson, IN

Dana (Miller) Malkus
St. Louis, MO
danamill@sbcglobal.net

Updated May 7, 2016
Tutors listed by training year
Over the years, we've lost contact with many of our friends from WTS as jobs have changed and moves have been made. If you know of a former tutor who's fallen out of touch, please forward this newsletter and have the alum email us at byourwts@indiana.edu.

Thanks!
Have you ever wished you could do more for Writing Tutorial Services even after leaving IU?

Writing Tutorial Services is an affinity group, just like a greek house or Little 500 team. As tutors, we come together with a common interest and shared pride in our school. (After all, we help our fellow students succeed!)

You can now directly support WTS with a contribution to the IU Foundation. Check out the link on the WTS homepage: www.indiana.edu/~wts

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration.
Michael-Lyn McBride  
Lompoc, CA  
micha224@yahoo.com

Cameron Oehler  
Indianapolis, IN  
coehler@gmail.com

Erin Romine  

Kehla West  
Washington, D.C.  
kehlawest@gmail.com

2005  
Lauren Belles  
Arlington, VA  
laurenbelles@gmail.com

Gamble Kersey  
Mary Esther, FL

Erin McGuan  
Omaha, NE  
erinmcguan@creighton.edu

Jo Minnich  
Fort Wayne, IN  
jo.minnich@gmail.com

Joe Roy  
Chicago, IL

2006  
Heather Coffman  
Avon, IN  
hlcoffman@avon-schools.org

Jason Covert  
Newburgh, IN

Carole Goetz  

Diane Gumina

Brandon Haffner  
Greensboro, NC  
orangeroark@yahoo.com

Jonathan Hill  
jonathan.caleb.hill@gmail.com

Lindsey Kee  
Phoenix, AZ  
lindseykee@gmail.com

Rowenna Miller

Josh Robinson  
Chicago, IL  
jolrobin@gmail.com

Sam Ross  
New York, NY  
samcharlesross@gmail.com

Cecilia Wolford  
Chicago, IL  
cecelia.wolford@gmail.com

Emma Young  
Bloomington, IN  
eayoung@indiana.edu

2007  
Brian Clark

Chris Frisz  
Boston, MA  
chris.frisz@gmail.com

Rebecca Gabriel

Maggie Grimason

Swathi Hemachandra  
Pittsburgh, PA  
hemachacha@indiana.edu

Lisa Huang

Robyn Klingerman

Sarah-Anne Lanman  
Bloomington, IN  
slanman@indiana.edu

Caitlin Lloyd

Stefania Marghitu

Caroline McIver

Kelsey Nash  
Chicago, IL  
kelsey.t.nash@gmail.com

Jennifer Thompson

Ted Wells

2008  
Jane Barr  
Waltham, MA  
janebarr28@gmail.com

Sri Chatterjee  
Chicago, IL  
sc7@indiana.edu

Nicole Horvath  
Sevilla, Spain  
nhorvath@indiana.edu

Elana Kelber  
New York, NY  
ekelber@deloitte.com

Shabrelle Pollock  
Pittsburgh, PA  
shabrelle.pollock@gmail.com

Chelsea Sipes  
Anderson, IN  
cvsipes@indiana.edu
Callie Taylor  
New York, NY  
callinda.taylor@gmail.com

Caitlin Zittkowski  
Cleveland, OH  
czittkow@gmail.com

**2009**  
Doug Foster  
Bloomington, IN  
docfoste@indiana.edu

Melissa Georgiou  
Chicago, IL

Claire Kruschke  
Chicago, IL  
claire.a.kruschke@gmail.com

Maryn Liles  
New York, NY  
marynstacyliles@gmail.com

Amanda Mast  
Keystone, CO  
amandacmast@gmail.com

Ben Smith  
Bloomington, IN  
csa@strangershillorganics.com

**2010**  
Kelsey Adams  
Tampa, FL  
kadams318@gmail.com

Stephanie Barton  
Federal Way, WA  
stephabart@gmail.com

Nancy Coner  
Newark, NJ  
nconer@gmail.com

Leigh Hardy  
West Lafayette, IN  
lhardy@purdue.edu

Emily McGowan  
Columbus, OH  
ennaree@me.com

Alexandra Moxley  
Chicago, IL  
a-moxley@hotmail.com

Rachel Saltsgaver  
Greenwood, IN  
rachel.saltsgaver@gmail.com

Kristina Vragovic  
Chicago, IL  
k.vragovic@gmail.com

Liv Wafler  
Bloomington, IN  
owafler@indiana.edu

Rebekah Sims  
West Lafayette, IN  
rebekah.e.sims@gmail.com

Caroline Luu  
Carmel, IN  
carolinehluu@gmail.com

Laura Sibley  
Cleveland, OH  
lauraesibley@yahoo.com

Anna Connors  
East Lansing, Michigan  
connors.anna@gmail.com

Neil Klodzen  
Bloomington, IN  
nklodzen@gmail.com

**2011**  
Frank Trechsel  
Nashville or Los Angeles  
frankrtrechsel@gmail.com

Lauren Conkling  
Newburgh, IN  
leconkling@sbcglobal.net

Katie Beasley  
Madrid, Spain  
kbeas110@gmail.com

Kelly Miller  
Palo Alto, CA  
knmiller15@yahoo.com

**2012**  
Lauren Bridges  
Bilbao, Spain  
laurajanebridges@gmail.com

Aidan Crane  

Emma Vice  
Indianapolis, IN  
emvice@umail.iu.edu

Ingrid Feustel  
The Philippines  
ingrid.feustel@gmail.com

Preethi Manohar  
Preethi.m.manohar@gmail.com

Decker Cavoise  
Bloomington/Indianapolis, IN  
dcavosie@umail.iu.edu

Emily McKnight  
Arkansas  
emcknight@gmail.com

Dana Koglin  
Bloomington, IN  
dkoglin@indiana.edu
2013
Amber Hendricks
Seattle, WA
amberNicholehendricks@gmail.com

Kimberly Smith
Louisville, KY
kmsmith442@gmail.com

Belle Kim
Seattle, WA
bellebomkim@gmail.com

Katherine Swintz
Indianapolis, IN
ktswintz@imail.iu.edu

Rashmika Nedungadi
Appleton, WI
rasnedun@indiana.edu

Anjona Ghosh
Los Angeles, CA
ghosh.anjona@gmail.com

Megan Foley
megfoley@indiana.edu

Victoria Fater
Elkhart, IN
vrfater@gmail.com

2014
Vincent Bailey
Bloomington, IN
viabail@indiana.edu

Ian Goldsborough
Milwaukee, WI
ian.goldsborough@gmail.com

Jordan Goodmon
jlgoodmo@umail.iu.edu

Allison Hendrickson
Bloomington, IN
akhendri@indiana.edu

Ann McCallum
Chicago, IL
annmccallum92@gmail.com

2015
Abby Wagoner
abbyw.4994@gmail.com

2016
Anne Riley
Knoxville, TN
rileyan@umail.iu.edu

Austin Hochestetler
Chicago, IL
ausphoch@indiana.edu